
BAD VIBRATIONS
Where would a just God be if not in earthquakes – and climate change?

Calculated travel times for tsunami waves of Lisbon earthquake, 1 November 1755

Sifting truth from error and delusion is a tricky business. One impediment is our collective tendency
to project fears (and hatreds) not only onto others – including witches, heretics, scapegoats and
some politicians – but also onto natural events, such as earthquakes. Is today’s climate change
alarmism another example of this phenomenon?
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BAD VIBRATIONS
Where would a just God be if not in earthquakes – and climate change?

At 9:40am on All Saints Day, Sunday 1
st

November, 1755, the Portuguese capital was struck by a devastating
earthquake. It was a religious holiday and many were at Mass. Witnesses spoke of “a strange and frightful
noise underground, like the distant rumbling of thunder.”

There were three distinct shocks over a ten minute period, each followed by a tsunami. The second shock was
the most powerful. It toppled many buildings and left fissures up to five metres wide.

Lisbon’s great cathedrals - Basilica de Santa Maria, Sao Vincent de Fora, Sao Paulo, Santa Catarina and
Misericordia – all collapsed on worshippers. Fire destroyed what remained of its magnificent museums and
libraries, with their priceless archives, tapestries and books.

An estimated 15,000 were killed instantly, with a similar number of fatal injuries. Lisbon’s total death toll was
about 90,000, forty per cent of its population. Another 10,000 were killed in Morocco and Algeria.

The earthquake was probably an 8.5 or 9 magnitude event on the (10-point logarithmic) Richter scale. Major
aftershocks occurred on 11

th
and 23

rd
December, with smaller shocks continuing for many weeks.

Perplexing questions

Why had God chosen so Catholic a city, so holy a festival and a time when most of the faithful were at church?
Why did he spare the houses - and lives - of enemies of the Jesuits? If the earthquake was punishment for
vices that reputedly flourished in the city, why were its effects felt in Morocco and as far west as the Azores?

When news of the event reached England two weeks later, the nation was so convinced it was a sign of God’s
anger against sinful humankind George II proclaimed 6

th
February, 1756, a fast day. There were many acts of

contrition and repentance throughout Europe.

A few, like Voltaire (1694-1778), were sceptical. For him, earthquakes were unpredictable natural events
beyond our control. As for sin, did London or Paris have less vice than Lisbon? Yet Lisbon was in ruins, while
their inhabitants danced on.

His poem, On the Lisbon Disaster, or an Examination of the Axiom: ‘All is well’, ended with this question: “Will
you, before this mass of victims, claim that:”God is revenged, their death repays their crimes?” An omniscient
God surely would have made a world without such meaningless suffering.

John Wesley (1703-1791), the English evangelist, published his answer in December 1755 as Serious Thoughts
occasioned by the Late Earthquake at Lisbon. To which is subjoin’d an account of all the late earthquakes there,
and in other places. Earthquakes were not, he argued, merely “acts of Nature” devoid of God’s involvement.

“If by affirming, “All this is purely natural,” you mean, it is not providential, or that God has nothing to
do with it, this is not true, that is, supposing the Bible to be true....You prove nothing at all, unless you
can prove that God never works in or by natural causes. But this you cannot prove; nay, none can
doubt of his so working, who allows the Scripture to be of God....What is Nature itself, but the art of
God, or God’s method of acting in the material world? True philosophy therefore ascribes all to God.”

Cities of sin

Charles Wesley (1707-1788) agreed with his elder brother. A minor tremor in London on 8
th

March, 1750,
inspired him to write a sermon on The Cause and Cure of Earthquakes five years before the Lisbon disaster.
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“The shocks which have been felt in diverse places since that which made this city tremble, may convince us
that the danger is not over,” he began. It “ought to keep us still in awe, ‘seeing His anger is not turned away,
but His hand is stretched out still’ (Isa. 10:4)”.

He set out to demonstrate earthquakes were “the works of the Lord, and only He bringeth this destruction on
the Earth”; to illustrate “three terrible instances”; and to give “some directions suitable to the occasion.”

His three terrible instances were earthquakes in Jamaica (destruction of Port Royal, 7
th

June, 1692, 2,000
fatalities); Sicily and Italy (destruction of 54 cities and towns, 11

th
January 1693, magnitude 7.5, 60,000

fatalities) and Peru a decade earlier ( destruction of Lima and Callao, 28
th

October, 1746, 5,000 fatalities).

In Port Royal, “the storehouse and treasury of the West Indies”, one eye-witness reported the “earth cracked
in many places, and open and shut quick and fast; of which openings, two or three hundred might be seen at a
time. Some people were swallowed up; others the closing earth caught by the middle and squeezed to death;
and in that manner they were left buried with only their heads above the ground. Some heads the dogs ate!”

It was clear “sin was the moral cause of earthquakes - whatever their natural cause may be”. Sin was the
cause – and earthquakes the effect - of God’s anger, and of “that curse brought upon the Earth by the original
transgression (in the Garden of Eden). Scripture and reason confirmed they were “God’s strange works of
judgement – the proper effect and punishment of sin.”

After Lisbon, Charles Welsey reprinted his 1750 Earthquake Hymns Part I in late December 1755 (dated 1756),
adding a new hymn inspired by the apocalyptic imagery of Revelation 16-17. His inconvenient truth was the
Lisbon event confirmed the Day of Judgement was fast approaching. It was more than an earthly tragedy; it
was the prelude to humankind’s ultimate deliverance. God was revealing His purpose. He was “in the
earthquake now”.

“The mighty shock seems now begun,
Beyond example great,
And lo! The world’s foundations groan
As at their instant fate!
Jehovah shakes the shattered ball,
Sign of the general doom!
The cities of the nations fall,
And Babel’s hour is come.”

Tectonic stresses

Belief in the sin-earthquake nexus has persisted, despite the scientific revolution. Fast forward two and a half
centuries to another time, place and faith – early twenty-first century Iran. The worst earthquake in the
country’s history (magnitude 6.6) destroyed the southern city of Bam in Kerman province, south-eastern Iran,
at 5.26am local time on Friday, 26

th
December, 2003. It killed 26,271 people, a quarter of the population, and

injured an additional 30,000.

According to seismologists, this tragic event – and many others - was caused by tectonic stresses generated by
the colliding Arabian and Eurasian continental plates. Senior cleric, Ayatollah Kazem Sedighi, however,
suggested something else to worshippers in Tehran on 17

th
April this year.

"Many women dress inappropriately. They cause youths to go astray, taint their chastity and incite
extramarital sex in society, which increases earthquakes. Calamities are the result of people's deeds," reported
the reformist Aftab-e Yazd newspaper. Only by conforming to Islam could the country “ward off such dangers.”
(Two weeks later, the United Nations elected Iran - a place where “immodest” women risk fines, lashings or
imprisonment - to its influential Commission on the Status of Women.)

The Ayatollah was not alone. In a 2001 sermon US Methodist, Reverend Anne Bracket, asked: Where would a
Just God be if not in the Earthquake? “The God of the earthquake and the God who calls us to repentance cry
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out to have meaning. Why read the Wesley sermons and hymns except that we too hear the call to right
worship? We hear the call to repentance, the call to live justly, the call to be awake.”

Bracket’s question for the faithful was: “Are we in the earthquake? Yes, as those called by God we must be in
the earthquake, or the famine, or the places of injustice in our world. We are in the earthquake not as the
cause, but as agents for redemption of God’s creation. We are a people who long for fairness. We want sinners
punished, we want the righteous rewarded. We call out to God to execute justice. Why are we not using the
earthquake and the flood and the famine as opportunities for redemption? We are in the earthquake with our
God, whether we want to be there or not.”

Climate Crusaders

Today, fear of human-induced global warming has displaced fear of earthquakes. Many of the faithful seek
opportunities for redemption in this new threat, despite an apparent increase of only 0.6 degrees Centigrade
(+/- 0.20 degrees Centigrade) in the Earth’s average temperature during last century. They are now in
“dangerous” climate change with their God.

The eco-righteous call out to Him - and green politicians - to punish all sinners, especially generators of coal-
fired power. They urge Him to execute climate justice. They want a "new path toward planetary salvation", an
age of "ecological enlightenment", an economic revolution that "respects ecological principles" and delivers
their conception of heaven: global sustainability and equality among nations. They want to inherit the Earth,
but only one as uncorrupted as the Garden in Genesis. Meanwhile, perhaps their evangelism could be
rewarded with some carbon (dioxide) credits or feed-in tariffs?

Albert Arnold Gore is one of the faithful. His 1992 book, Earth in the Balance, was inspired by an “unshakeable
belief in God as creator” and the “revelatory power in the world”. He was struck by how many Judeo-Christian
prophecies used images of environmental destruction to warn of transgressions against God’s will.

“For those who believe in the literal truth of the Bible, it is hard to read about the predictions of hurricanes
fifty percent stronger than the worst ones today, due to the accumulation of greenhouse gases that we have
fostered, without recalling the prophecy of Hosea: ‘They have sown the wind, and they shall reap the
whirlwind’.”

He was especially drawn to the man who found grace in the Lord’s eyes on the corrupted Earth of Genesis.
“Noah is commanded by God to take into his ark at least two of every living species in order to save them from
the Flood,” Gore explained. This was “a commandment that might appear in modern form as: Thou shalt
preserve biodiversity. Indeed, does God’s instruction have new relevance for those who share Noah’s faith in
this time of another worldwide catastrophe, this time one of our own creation?”

But for the widening gap between science and religion during past centuries, Gore felt “we might not be
pumping so much gaseous chemical waste into the atmosphere and threatening the destruction of the Earth’s
climate balance.” The apocalyptical battle to restore this balance could be won, but only by transforming
ploughshares into carbon credits, re-sanctifying the Earth, identifying it as God’s creation, and accepting our
responsibilities to protect and defend it.

His Holiness John Paul II’s perspective on the ecological crisis also impressed him, even if it was silent on
human population growth. There was a moral crisis today, warned the Pontiff, with too much instant
gratification and consumerism. “Modern society will find no solution to the ecological problem unless it takes
a serious look at its lifestyle.”

Climate and ecological crusades of this kind continue to exert a powerful attraction on souls disillusioned with
traditional religion, especially the young. In the competitive world of spirituality, Christian communities have
been forced to embrace eco-theology to maintain their market share. One consequence is that environmental
activist and faith-based agendas have become almost indistinguishable. They both emphasise not only
repentance and social justice, but also sustainability and greater “reconciliation” with Nature. Log on to the
Catholic Climate Covenant and you can take the St Francis Pledge to care for Creation and the poor online.
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At the Anglican Church’s 13th Lambeth Conference in 1998, the Church declared the environment was the
“key moral and religious issue of our time.” A national campaign, Sharing God’s Planet, was launched, together
with an internal initiative to reduce energy usage, Shrinking the Footprint. By 2005 it had become a de facto
environmental movement. Climate change had to be addressed, the Bishop of London told the House of Lords
in 2007. He had mobilised 630,000 Christians from 4,000 churches to support action to stop it.

The faithful, however, should not become too green. It was vital they had a “correct understanding” of the
right relationship between humankind and the environment. Eco-centrism and bio-centrism were
unacceptable. The Church had “grave misgivings” about such notions, warned Pope Benedict XVI in his World
Day of Peace message last January.

“In the name of a supposedly egalitarian vision of the “dignity” of all living creatures,” he said, they “end up
abolishing the distinctiveness and superior role of human beings. They also open the way to a new pantheism
tinged with neo-paganism, which would see the source of man’s salvation in Nature alone, and understood in
purely naturalistic terms.”

Climate change, then, was more than just another secular environmental issue. It was transforming
conceptions of faith and spirituality on both sides of the pulpit. Many groups have revisited – and revised -
what they previously assumed or believed about God and creation.

In 2008 the Lutheran World Federation held a conference - Christian Witness Amidst Suffering Creation - at the
foot of Mount Kilimanjaro to draw attention to its declining icecap, allegedly caused by global warming. One
conference document - Why are Earth and God Angry? - claimed it was a “sin” to neglect the environment.

The Earth was angry because of the harm humankind had inflicted on it. Another document, Melting Snow on
Kilimanjaro – a Witness to a Suffering Creation, was penned by a team of theologians representing Lutheran
Youth. It was clear that “God our creator loves the world so much that God gave his only begotten son to save
it (John 3:16). The effects of climate change are overwhelming and we need God’s help. God’s word convicts us
for our inaction and the destruction we have caused creation.”

Many of the faithful today believe humankind faces a new Hell on Earth - a warming catastrophe. They stress
the need for repentance, want greater justice for all and urge rejection of current concepts of economic
progress. With God’s help, the broken relationship with creation can be restored, but only if we reduce our
carbon footprints and deal with the consequences of past sins of emission.

Many also fear any change in the global environment. “The predictabilities on which we have depended for
life are changing dramatically,” noted the Federation. “We wonder on what we can depend for the future”.
Such concern reveals a deeper anxiety, a refusal to acknowledge the constantly changing character of life on
Earth, of the planet’s climate and continents – and of the universe.

The Uniting Church is another group committed to becoming greener and less anthropocentric. Its Sixth
Assembly (1991) declared that “Nature has a right to the protection of its eco-systems, species and
populations in their interconnectedness”. The Church reiterated this commitment in its response to the
Australian government’s Green Paper on climate change in late 2008. “We believe,” it stated, “that God’s will
for the Earth is renewal and reconciliation, not destruction by human beings.”

When the government delayed its proposed emissions trading scheme in April this year, one of the first to
express disappointment was Reverend Alistair Macrae, President of the Uniting Church in Australia. The Prime
Minister, he said, had failed to provide the “moral leadership the community expected of him”. By not pricing
carbon, he had devastated the hopes of those anxiously reaching out for the promised land of a zero-carbon
utopia.

Polls apart

Is there a correlation – perhaps a causal relationship - between religious belief and attitudes to climate
change? Has the greening of religion affected public opinion? How many of the faithful see the hand of God –
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or Satan – where others see only natural variability? Is there an eco-Christian confirmation bias? How many
alarmists have a Noah complex?

These questions are difficult to answer, especially on a national level. Most polls on attitudes to climate
change do not identify the religion of respondents. One that does was released by the Pew Research Center
last year. It was based on an April 2008 survey of 1,052 American adults.

The current population of the United States is about 310 million, or 4.5 per cent of the global population of
6,822 million. About 78 per cent, or 243 million people, are Christians. Extrapolating from the PRC analysis,
fifty-six per cent of them (137 million) believe the Earth is becoming warmer because of human activity,
compared with 47 per cent (146 million) for the total US population.

During the week after Earth Day, 22 April, 2008, there was a 50 per cent chance a Christian on Main Street
would be a climate alarmist, clearly a significant outcome. Had they been from the country’s 76 million white
mainline Protestants or 33 million white non-Hispanic Catholics, the result would have been respectively 48
per cent and 44 per cent.

Had they been from the group of 28 million US white evangelical Protestants, however, the probability would
have declined to 34 per cent, with 31 per cent believing there was no solid evidence the Earth is warming. At
the opposite end of the belief spectrum were 50 million (16 per cent of the total US population) who were
“unaffiliated” to any religion. Fifty-eight per cent of this group accepted that human-induced global warming
was a reality - the highest for all categories.

Australia, by contrast, was ranked near the bottom of a recent Religion Monitor international survey of
religiousness, coming seventeenth in the 21-nation poll. Russia, France, Germany and the United Kingdom
were the only countries showing less interest in traditional religion.

Only 64 per cent (12.7 million) of the country’s population indicated they were Christian in a 2006 Census,
compared to 71 per cent in 1996. The largest denominations were Catholic (26 per cent), Anglican (19 per
cent) and the Uniting Church (6 per cent). Ninety-four per cent of this group believe Jesus was a real person
who lived 2,000 years ago and 91 per cent believe he was the son of God. Sixty-three per cent also believe in
miracles, but only 53 per cent in life after death.

The “not at all religious” category has increased by 28 per cent from 2.9 million in 1996 to 3.7 million in 2006,
when it accounted for about 19 per cent of the country’s total population. Almost twice as many men (36 per
cent) as women (20 per cent) describe themselves as not religious.

Only twenty-five per cent are deeply religious. While 44 per cent consider themselves religious, religion did
not play a central role in their lives. Belief was strongest among a small group of free-church, Pentacostal
Protestants and charismatic movements.

The survey also identified a wide generation gap, with religiousness increasing with age. In the over 60 group,
40 per cent were deeply religious, 37 per cent religious, with only 8 per cent having no religion. For the 15-34
age range, only 20 per cent were deeply religious, while 24 per cent said they had no religion. However, while
traditional religious belief continues to decline in this demographic, evangelical youth churches – and youthful
environmental activism – are becoming more popular.

A recent Galaxy Research poll for the Institute of Public Affairs surveyed 1,000 respondents about their
attitudes to global warming between 30

th
April and 2

nd
May, 2010. Only 35 per cent of Australians now believe

that “the world is warming and human emissions are to blame”, while 26 per cent believe that “the variation
in global temperature is just part of the natural cycle of Nature.” The remaining 38 per cent agreed with the
statement: “There is conflicting evidence and I’m not sure what the truth is.”

The poll also revealed another generation gap. Climate concern declines with increasing respondent age. Half
the 18-24 and 40 per cent of the 25-34 cohorts believe the Earth is warming and humankind is its cause,
compared with only about a quarter (27 per cent) of the 50+ cohort.
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Why are older Australians more religious and less alarmist about global warming and younger folk are the
opposite? A significant proportion of the latter group prefer to seek salvation less in traditional doctrine and
more in environmental theology. Commitment for them means saving the planet, attending Climate Action
Now! events, designing legal frameworks for climate refugees and closing coal-fired power stations.

If a religion is a set of beliefs and rituals by which we order our lives, generally under the gaze of a higher
power, then environmentalism is a secular religion. It preaches the sanctity of air, water, earth and so on. It
promotes concern about changes in the natural world, especially those caused by our presence. It has priests
and prophets devoted to ‘protecting the planet’ in the name of Gaia, as well as its rituals and sacred
ceremonies.

No wonder, then, there seems little difference psychologically between the rationale for Earth Day and George
II’s Fast Day of 6

th
February, 1756; or that the faithful today continue to believe God is revealing His purpose.

For them, He is encouraging humankind to repent and embrace the Gospel of Global Warming before it is too
late. Where would a just God be if not in earthquakes and climate change? Where, indeed?

© Michael Kile
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1755 copper engraving of Lisbon in flames, with a tsunami overwhelming ships in the harbor.

A depiction of the 1755 Lisbon earthquake as seen from the Atlantic Ocean.


